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1 
Valuing inclusivity

As a teenager, I had an admittedly boring 
script for my future, one that I would’ve 
been happy to see play out. Where I am now, 
from a certain angle, looks similar to where 
I thought I’d wind up—it’s the events of the 
last ten years that didn’t match the script. 

I wanted to be an art director at a reputable 
creative agency and I thought I’d get there 
by zigzagging my way up through positions 
at increasingly impressive companies. What 
happened is this:1 I went to art school and 
interned throughout, worked as an in-house 
designer, freelanced for four years, spent a 
year writing about creativity and culture, 
went back to school for a Masters2, then got 
a surprise offer for a position adjacent to the 
art director at a reputable creative agency gig 

1
A very brief summary 

2
MA Design: Expanded Practice, 
Goldsmiths, University of London
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I’d imagined for myself. When asked how I 
became the designer I am, this doesn’t seem 
like a coherent narrative for someone else to 
follow, at least not one that sounds snappy.

What kind of designer am I? An 
accomplished skeptic. On paper: a success; 
internally: conflicted. This is what I’ve 
learned about design. 

��� Design doesn’t save lives. I am not 
going to fix the big problems with the 
world—wealth disparity, the climate 
crisis, authoritarian rule, prejudice—
with design.

��� I heard somewhere3 that design has 
never made anyone cry, while art, 
music, film, and writing can. This has 
been true in my experience so far; good 
design has never moved me to tears 
and I’ve never moved anyone else to 

3
This is not where I originally 
encountered the subject, but 
Jessica Helfand has written 
on the subject. She asked her 
students whether graphic design 
had ever made them cry and they 
questioned her as to why that 
should be a goal of graphic design. 

‘The goal, I explained, was to 
join the manufactured thing — 
graphic design as an external 
representation of something else 
— to the world of the living. The 
goal was to connect, to enlighten, 
to more deeply understand, and 
how can you act if you can’t 
remember?’
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tears with my work.

��� The problems are many, large, and all 
feel equally urgent and I won’t come 
up with a solution that works like a 
magic wand, but to accept that I can do 
nothing—that’s not right.

��� And while design appears futile, it can 
also be the most appropriate response. 

Regarding the many, large, and urgent 
problems I wish I could solve, two unwieldy, 
endlessly complex concerns have been 
particularly on my mind.  

��� Brexit4: The referendum presented 
a picture of a people split almost 
equally in two. In the subsequent years 
since then, the rift between Leave 
and Remain seems to have grown 
deeper, people are further apart from 

4
The United Kingdom has been 
in the process of exiting the 
European Union for three years 
and five months, since the June 
2016 referendum on whether 
the UK should leave or remain. 
David Cameron resigned as Prime 
Minister immediately; Theresa May 
stepped up, her deal was rejected, 
she stepped down; now, current 
Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s 
deal has been rejected, there will 
be a snap election on 2 December 
2019, and the Brexit date has 
been delayed a second time to 31 
January 2020.
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understanding each other, and the 
agonizingly slow crawl towards an 
unpredictable future has resulted in 
widespread individual anxiety.

��� The 2019 Hong Kong protests5: The 
issue that sparked the protests was 
seemingly straightforward, but the 
protests snowballed quickly into being 
concerned with many more things, 
grew increasingly violent and large-
scale, and therefore more polarizing 
when it came to opinions. Hong Kong 
is in the midst of deep societal unrest 
that ranges beyond the protestors and 
police force in the streets, reaching 
every person in the city and those who 
care about the city from a distance,  
like myself.

This is where I stand: I believe society is 

5
Large scale protests began in 
June 2019 in opposition to an 
extradition bill which would allow 
authorities to detain and extradite 
fugitives wanted in territories 
where there are no existing 
extradition agreements. While 
Chief Executive Carrie Lam has 
now formally struck down the bill, 
she has not responded to the four 
other demands the protestors 
have put forward: independent 
inquiry into the police conduct and 
use of force during the protests, 
universal suffrage, exoneration 
of arrested protestors, and 
declassification of the protests as 
being ‘riots’.
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better the more inclusive we are. I see the 
subject of exclusivity and inclusivity at the 
core of both Brexit and the Hong Kong 
protests. The UK leaving the EU is an action 
borne out of the belief that the UK is better 
on its own. The Hong Kong executive branch 
refusing to respond meaningfully and 
take action towards addressing protestors 
agitating for an independent inquiry into the 
police force and universal suffrage is based 
on a belief that they, a non-democratically 
elected group, know best.

But what can I do? How can I demonstrate 
that inclusivity is valuable?

To Bring Back is a podcast where in each 
episode I make an attempt to find the thing 
someone wants from their hometown in 
order to understand place, movement, and 
the sense of belonging. I asked London-
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based Europeans6 what they would like 
me to bring back for them from their 
hometowns, then I went looking for those 
things, and throughout the process I found 
my encounters with people to be beautifully 
poetic and saw seemingly unremarkable 
things in rich detail. Which is why I made 
a podcast for listeners who care about 
those same things: understanding place, 
movement, and belonging; poetic encounters 
with others; and seeing unremarkable things 
differently. 

For me, the time I spent considering other 
people and the things and places important 
to them made me think that if more of us 
spent time doing that, we might see people 
who seem to be on opposing sides from 
ourselves with greater understanding, and 
want to belong to bigger groupings, rather 
than smaller ones. 

6
Thank you to Birgit, Chiara, 
Eugenia, Fifi, J, Melodie, Nat, 
Patricia, and Sylvie for speaking 
to me.
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Also, in the process of producing To Bring 
Back, I have found methods for myself to 
design and write as a way of responding 
to the world. Those methods of setting 
out a field to investigate, finding a frame 
of enquiry, recording observations, and 
combining those observations into a public-
facing outcome can be used by myself and 
others to address different interests to create 
varying results.

I have tried to find a way of being that is a 
rejection of the feeling that I can do nothing. 
Design may not save lives, or move  
someone to tears, but by design, I have 
responded to my concerns and produced 
work so that listeners might understand 
inclusivity’s value. 
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A list of things I am interested in written in May 2019 and
highlighted more recently to reflect what To Bring Back touches on
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Hong Kong, September 2018 
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London, September 2018 
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2 
Taking action

It’s a privilege to be able to ask myself 
whether I am where I want to be and 
whether the route I’ve taken so far is the 
right one. These are questions I get to ask 
myself because I had options when it came 
to deciding where I want to live, study, 
and work. And they are questions I get to 
continue asking myself—is this where I 
want to be? Is this the route I want to take?—
because I have mobility1 and, as of now, 
relocating myself is still possible.

Often, we want to leave the places we come 
from and then things compel us to consider 
going back (and some of us do go back). This 
is an elusive dream: free global movement for 
everyone, coming and going based only on 
the attachments you want to make or the ties 

1
I see myself as having mobility in 
many forms, all of which allow me 
to move with relative ease: good 
health, no debt, no spouse, no 
dependents, command of English, 
several degrees, training in work 
that is in demand, and a global 
network. Moving is not necessarily 
objectively better than staying in 
one place, but having the option to 
move is a privilege. 
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you’re ready to let go of.

At the start of what became It just tastes more, 
a period of research engaged in during the 
summer of 20192, Juliet Sprake and I tried 
to figure out what exactly we wanted to do 
and why we wanted to do it. Part of the why 
was wanting to work together3. The other 
part of the why, the conceptual why, the why 
might this be of interest to anyone besides 
ourselves—that took more time to articulate. 

This was the starting point: Eugene and the 
MAEKAN team gave me a 15 day unlimited 
Eurail pass as a gift4 and I was more 
interested in using that gift as the basis of a 
research enquiry than going on holiday. 

While imagining me riding the Eurail, we 
asked ourselves two questions: What do you 
pick up on a passing through? What is the UK 
passing through?

4
I previously worked at MAEKAN, a 
media company, as the Managing 
Editor where Eugene is the Editor-
in-Chief and co-founder. Upon 
moving to London from Hong 
Kong, the team gave me this gift. 
Thank you to Eugene, Alex, Chris, 
Elphick, Scott, and Nate. 

2
It just tastes more is the title of 
the period of research work Juliet 
Sprake and I did from July to 
August 2019. To Bring Back resulted 
from that research and other 
public-facing forms are still being 
developed collaboratively.

3
The fourth essay in this collection 
is about our collaboration.
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Initially, the plan was to go tearing through 
all 28 member states of the European Union 
in 15 days. After some reflection, this plan 
seemed overly pessimistic, like we were 
indicating that the UK was having its last 
hurrah—these are the final moments of the 
UK being part of the EU so it must be gulped 
down before it becomes inaccessible. How 
could we work in celebration rather than in 
mourning? We were concerned about this 
observation (also playing out back in my 
hometown, Hong Kong): fragmentation, 
hard-earned, time-tested alliances between 
countries and peoples falling apart. How 
could we take action that felt positive? 

We landed on this idea of asking people 
what they would want me to bring back for 
them from their hometowns. When you tell 
people you’ll be traveling to such-and-such 
a place, inevitably someone will say to you, 
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“Oh, while you’re there, you must go get this” 
or perhaps, “While you’re there, would you 
be able to pick up                                        for me?” 
This question was productive as a starting 
point because it was a question people 
immediately understood and were happy 
to answer. Anyone who has ever moved will 
find that this question resonates with them, 
and for people who haven’t moved, it acts as a 
thought experiment.

Searching for things as transported locals 
remembered them, that meant replicating 
moments in individual histories5. By looking 
for the things people couldn’t find where 
they are, I was taking an instructive route 
that was the basis for forming cultural, 
political, and economic critique.

I want to tell how people, the places we 
come from, and our stories about them 

5
‘I don’t care about authenticity. 
I’m not trying to find the ‘original’ 
version of the dish, or the most 
historically accurate. I’m not 
looking to experience the richness 
of a stories cultural history—I’m 
looking for my own history, 
displaced by time and the Pacific 
Ocean. You live in a place that you 
come to think of as home—and you 
eat the food again—and again—and 
again, until it becomes a part of 
you. The body remembers what 
home tastes like. Everything else 
can only be measured against it.’ 

In Search of Water-Boiled Fish, Angie 
Wang
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are different, because I see beauty in those 
differences and beauty compels us to make 
replications.6 When we hear those stories 
and appreciate them, we learn to appreciate 
other people. We don’t need to see direct 
copies of our experiences in other people’s 
experiences to feel closeness to them, it is the 
time spent dwelling on someone other than 
yourself that gives them complexity. And 
then a person becomes harder to dismiss: 
you see the complexities, you see the depth, 
you have to deal with all of that. They are 
no longer someone you can discount, but a 
factor to consider when making decisions 
and taking action. 

6
Elaine Scarry in her book On 
Beauty and Being Just writes 
about how ‘beauty brings copies 
of itself into being.’ She explains 
how when we see beauty, we want 
to replicate it, which can take 
many forms such as drawing, 
photographs, poetry, tactility, and 
sound. Actually, the first way we 
respond to beauty and show our 
desire to replicate it is by spending 
as long as possible in the presence 
of beauty. When we see a beautiful 
bird, we stare at her as long as she 
is there to be seen. I have found 
the conversations I had stemming 
from the question I asked to be 
beautiful and have attempted to 
respond with a kind of replication 
of those conversations.



Tilburg, The Netherlands, 24 July 2019
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Transcripts of the 
interviews conducted 
during summer 2019 
that were the basis for 
To Bring Back
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The itinerary
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Munich, Germany, 25 July 2019 Basel, Switzerland, 26 July 2019
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Rome, Italy, 29 July 2019 Scalea, Italy, 30 July 2019
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Santa Maria del Cedro, Italy, 30 July 2019 Genoa, France, 31 July 2019
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Lyon, France, 2 August 2019 Paris, France, 4 August 2019
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3 
Carrying meaning

I didn’t pursue writing when I was younger 
because it was clearly not a viable way to 
make a living, and only recently have I come 
to understand that writing doesn’t have to be 
a path to something else, but can be the  
end point.

Writing has become more comfortable and 
more crucial and more difficult to me. I am 
more comfortable with considering writing 
to be a part of my practice and giving it 
weight. At the same time, as I write more in 
volume and frequency, I find that selecting 
the right words to be increasingly difficult. 
The way I write is the way I think, letting the 
words come rushing out as my mind goes tick 
tick tick, but as I write more with a reader in 
mind, I worry about whether my words  
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carry what I mean. 

This year’s work of writing started with 
writing emails. The common purpose of 
emails is to get things done, but emails 
turned for me into a way that work could 
take shape and shift, rather than simply get 
executed.

��� Emails give us the space and time to 
have our own thoughts, to consider 
what we are sending before it is sent, 
editing ourselves.

��� Emails present a written history, a 
network, of correspondence to refer to 
and the opportunity to write in relation 
to that archive.

��� Writing an email means holding a 
specific reader in mind, being specific 
and personal and intentional in 
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directing words to this reader.

��� Emails are dynamic, arranged 
compositions that can include links, 
attached material, visual additions, 
and can point in many directions.

Traditional correspondence via the post 
is like email in that someone is being 
addressed, but when I sit down to write a 
letter, the mindset is different.

��� Writing a letter by hand takes away the 
opportunity to go back and edit, but 
that means there’s much more time for 
thinking the writing through before 
anything is written.

��� Letters can be written, sent, possibly 
read, and that’s that. That is freeing. 
I can write honestly and let what I’ve 
written be written and gone from me, 
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1
Field Notes on Science and 
Nature edited by Michael R. 
Canfield was invaluable reading 
material on field notes. While 
these observations came from my 
experiences of recording notes 
in the field myself, having read 
the book prior to embarking on 
my journey greatly informed the 
decisions I made.

perhaps never to be mentioned again.

��� Writing and receiving letters create 
physical artifacts of writing. I can hold 
words sent to me. Writing becomes 
both an intangible message with 
meaning and an object with weight.

I explored a new kind of writing—a very 
intentional mode requiring planning and 
concentrated effort—fieldnotes. Fieldnotes 
are what the word describes, notes taken 
in the field.1 A couple more questions arise, 
though: what kind of notes, what field, and 
why bother.

��� Fieldnotes are written and drawn 
material, mainly. Technological 
devices are too distracting to use 
for taking fieldnotes. To spend time 
considering a place and writing about 
it, noting down observations, that 
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leads to keener senses and greater 
understanding. The notes can consist 
of whatever you want to record written 
in whatever format feels comfortable, 
keeping in mind that fieldnotes should 
be useful, in some way, later. 

��� The field is wherever you choose. 
Specify a perimeter or a point of 
interest. My field was a circular route 
through continental Europe and my 
frame of enquiry was searching for the 
things people wanted me to bring back 
from their hometowns. 

��� Having the intention of making 
fieldnotes resulted in me being 
constantly open to noticing things I 
might want to record. It changed my 
way of engaging with my surroundings 
and my consideration of time.  
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I made notes on everything I found 
interesting, not knowing what might 
be of use, so a large portion of the 
fieldnotes I took have not directly 
become anything else, but I know that 
being in the mode of fieldnote-taking 
changed my behavior in the field. 

The kind of writing that is most difficult 
for me is writing polished pieces meant for 
more than one person, published in a sense, 
presented in a way so that many people 
could read it. It’s the kind of writing that 
complicates the process of writing.

��� I think suddenly too much about 
accuracy and impact and authority. 
Am I right? Is this moving? Will the 
reader be convinced?

��� I then think about longevity. How far in 
the future will I still stand by what I’ve 
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2
All of the essays in this publication 
were originally written as letters 
addressed to individuals in my life 
and then edited.

written? What if I change my mind?

��� The worries I do not have when writing 
emails or correspondence or fieldnotes 
crowd my mind when I try to write a 
piece for publishing.

What is the solution? Mostly I try to trick my 
brain into thinking I am writing something 
else.2 I try to write convinced (and therefore 
reassured) that I can not know my words 
will be read and considered any way at all—I 
can only write in a way that carries meaning 
for myself, writing while hoping it will carry 
meaning to you.
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Original composition of this essay in a notebook written as a letter to my mother
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Some of the emails sent 
over the course of It just 
tastes more between Juliet 
and myself
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1
Thank you, driver is a video-
soundscape of the P5 bus. Whilst 
riding the P5 bus, Juliet and I 
made poetic texts by recording 
eavesdroppings, announcements 
and observations. We then asked 
passengers to read those texts 
for this broadcast of experimental 
poetry. The work evokes undiluted 
encounters with the bus and 
it’s route through the estates of 
Walworth, Stockwell and Patmore. 

2
For me, coming recently from 
making a living as a freelance 
graphic and web designer and 
editor whose day-to-day consisted 
of making progress on projects for 
clients, it was a luxurious decision 
to choose to take on work that 
wasn’t for a commercial client.

3
At the risk of this coming across 
as solely to say I am capable and 
intelligent.

4 
Processing iterations

When Juliet asked me if I’d be interested in 
working with her in March on the project 
that became Thank you, driver1, I was flattered 
and nervous. I knew why I wanted to work 
with her, but I wasn’t sure why she would 
be interested in working with me. How did 
including me make the work better?

I was seeking new challenges: engaging in 
practice-based research, working on a non-
commercial project2, collaborating with 
someone I saw as being more experienced 
and sure-footed than me. I doubted 
myself not because I think I am incapable 
or unintelligent3, but because I was not 
confident in myself as a collaborator, a co-
creator, a co-researcher. Attempting a project 
with someone changes the attempt entirely 
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4
After It just tastes more, we 
continued developing those 
methods of understanding a 
place and being in the field with 
a new frame of enquiry in Manila, 
Philippines.

from an individual endeavor. It’s a gamble 
that the time spent with someone else will 
result in something brilliant. 

The happenstance of how well Juliet’s work 
and mine came together was surprising. Our 
first project neatly combined her writing and 
my explorations in audio, allowing both of 
us to approach those methods in new ways. 
The work we were doing made me hear that 
satisfying click of recognition when you 
instinctively know the work is good, so we 
kept working together on It just tastes more4.

Collaborative research and work shaped my 
personal interests and practice.

��� An idea takes shape more quickly 
through shared resources and shared 
references.

��� The other person is, from the 
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5
‘In the gap between what you each 
agree with, and what you disagree 
with, is a place where you might 
discover something new. It will 
most likely be something you 
recognise when you see it, but 
didn’t know that you knew. This is 
the reason to collaborate.’ 

The Choreographer’s Handbook, 
Jonathan Burrows

beginning, an audience for the work, so 
I researched and produced results with 
the intention of communicating them. 
This made the work more readily 
public-facing.

��� The ongoing conversation that 
occurs in a collaboration clarifies the 
enquiry by testing it from multiple 
perspectives.5

��� Making Thank you, driver was an 
opportunity to explore audio in a more 
experimental way, and see how found 
and intentionally recorded audio could 
be woven together to form a narrative. 
This directly informed the creation of 
To Bring Back as a podcast.

��� I have always enjoyed the process 
of editing other people’s work and 
coming up with ideas for other 
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6
‘One of the greatest strengths of 
dance is this: if you put two people 
doing two different dances next to 
each other, we will almost always 
find a relationship between the 
two things we’re seeing—we will 
even enjoy it.

But if almost every relationship 
between events works, why should 
I care about the relationships I’m 
watching? 

Some relationships do make us 
care.’ 

The Choreographer’s Handbook, 
Jonathan Burrows

people’s interests—in collaborative 
work, being continually presented with 
new material taught me how to create 
work through editing someone else’s 
work.

��� Having someone to collaborate with 
kept me from feeling adrift in the 
process, something that can happen 
when working individually and the 
work becomes overwhelming.

��� Multiple people focused on the  
same subject creates multiple  
threads of investigation that meet 
and diverge, and that variation in 
the distance between those threads 
creates interest.6

At the core of the collaboration, I think, 
is this: being able to write someone with 
the expectation of receiving something 
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thoughtful, provoking, and entirely 
different from your own thoughts; then 
on the receiving end, having action-
propelling motivation come from being 
written to, entrusted with the expectation 
of a considered response that turns one 
thing into another, continuing forward 
momentum.

And maybe there’s this: possessing the same 
sensibility for knowing when something is 
there, hearing the same click something with 
potential makes.
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A letter written to Juliet while traveling
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Stills from the 25 minute short film Thank you, driver
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Letters sent by Juliet via post restante to the cities along the It just tastes more itinerary 
containing poetic texts written with the recorded conversations as the starting point
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5 
Being generous

I have always admired generosity in others 
where the trait is a natural part of their 
personality. I’ve wanted to learn to be 
generous in an uncalculating, unselfish 
way, having sufficient peace of mind to be 
generous without being in any way motivated 
by what people might think of me, without 
the agenda of making people like me more. 
In 2016, I wrote a list of things to achieve 
before I turn thirty. Between “Be comfortable 
with who I am” and “Be more intellectually 
curious” is “Be more generous”. I haven’t 
ticked that box yet, but I’m hopeful that by 
publishing To Bring Back, I’ll feel like I’ve 
become a more generous person.

Why should this be? My name is attached to 
the work, my voice is ever-present. I didn’t 
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1
To Bring Back was initially written 
in second person future tense 
and Laura Potter commented 
that while I had carefully excised 
myself from the writing, she found 
herself thinking about who I am 
quite a lot. I then changed the 
writing to first person present 
tense in order to be direct about 
my role as a narrator and to guide 
listeners through the narratives.

make it to say “look at me”, but it’s impossible 
to receive my work without thinking about 
me.1 Why do we make anything and share 
it? If I take a photo and publish it, aren’t I 
implying, “I think this photo is worthy of 
being seen”? And doesn’t that suggest, “I am 
the creator of something that deserves your 
attention and so I deserve your attention 
too.” That doesn’t sound like generosity.

What I think is missing in that argument is 
the mindset of the creator. A person takes 
a photo, makes a drawing, writes a story, 
and then shares it because they have seen 
something that is of value to themselves, 
and might be of value to others. They are 
responding to an observation, and the 
resulting product is carefully crafted to be 
the best possible response. A photographer 
sees that a sunset is beautiful, and then, 
through framing, shutter speed, and 
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3
This realization first occurred to 
me while talking to Birgit Toke 
Tauka Frietman about my work. 
To get exactly the thing you asked 
for, while nice, isn’t really getting 
a gift. Giving a gift is as much 
about spending time considering a 
person thoughtfully as it is about 
producing a tangible thing.

4
Thank you, Stanley.

2
Elaine Scarry in On Beauty and 
Being Just writes about how 
beauty prompts copies. 

‘The generation is unceasing. 
Beauty, as both Plato’s Symposium 
and everyday life confirm, prompts 
the begetting of children: when the 
eye sees someone beautiful, the 
whole body wants to reproduce 
the person. But it also—as Diotima 
tells Socrates—prompts the 
begetting of poems and laws, 
the works of Homer, Hesiod, and 
Lycurgus. The poem and the law 
may then prompt descriptions 
of themselves—literary and legal 
commentaries—that seek to 
make the beauty of the prior thing 
more evident, to make, in other 
words, the poem’s or law’s ‘clear 
discernibility’ even more ‘clearly 
discernible.’’ ... The arts and 
sciences, like Plato’s dialogues, 
have at their center the drive to 
confer greater clarity on what 
already has clear discernibility, as 
well as to confer initial clarity on 
what originally has none.’

other decisions, they make a photo that 
is correspondingly beautiful in order to 
communicate the beauty of the sunset.2

I’m boldly claiming that To Bring Back was 
made out of generosity because of this: 
over this year of research and writing, of 
developing methods and testing them in 
the field, I learned something about myself 
and I satisfied a discontentment within me. 
Sharing my work with this outsized hope that 
someone receiving it might learn something 
or see a way for themselves to pursue 
contentment—that is me being generous. 

Gift-giving is risky.3 What I see as giving a lot 
of myself might be received as insufficient. 

My partner4 helpfully reminds me to not 
think so much about what other people 
think of me and my work and I try not to. 
The thing to remember is that when I am 
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focused on what others think of me and my 
work, I am actually thinking mainly about 
myself. It is the act of publishing my work 
with confidence in its value, whatever the 
reception might be, that makes me feel like I 
can tick that box.
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A handwritten transcript of a five 
minute conversation with a woman 
in Santa Maria del Cedro, Italy, held 
in Italian and English, with both of 
us not understanding the other.

Google Map Street View of the 
church in which that conversation 
took place.

The lemon I was looking for there.
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Schrobbeler for Birgit

Illustrations of the things I was looking for and snippets of my fieldnotes

7" records for J
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Pecorino Romano for Eugenia Orangettes for Sylvie
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6 
Moving politics1

The world is generally in a bad state. One 
of the things I find the most distressing is 
the atmosphere of polarization: opposing 
sides clumping together and drawing hard, 
impenetrable lines between themselves, 
borders in thoughts and beliefs that turn 
saying anything into a rebuttal, or inviting 
rebuttal.

The night of the 2016 United States election 
my best friend and I were miserable, curled 
up on the sofa bed, tearily checking the votes 
coming in, already past the point when the 
outcome was clear. We have joked about my 
partner and I moving to a swing state simply 
so that we can vote there. More seriously, we 
have discussed the potential effectiveness 
of a cultural exchange program involving 

1
‘The literary critic Marjorie 
Perloff has recently begun using 
the term unoriginal genius to 
describe this tendency emerging 
in literature. Her idea is that, 
because of changes brought on 
by technology and the Internet, 
our notion of genius—a romantic 
isolated figure—is outdated. An 
updated notion of genius would 
have to center around one’s 
mastery of information and its 
dissemination. Perloff has coined 
a term, moving information, to 
signify both the act of pushing 
language around as well as the 
act of being emotionally moved 
by that process. She posits that 
today’s writer resembles more 
a programmer than a tortured 
genius, brilliantly conceptualizing, 
constructing, executing, and 
maintaining a writing machine.’

Uncreative Writing, Kenneth 
Goldsmith

I love the way the phrase moving 
information works where ‘moving’ 
is both a verb and an adjective. I 
mean for moving politics to work 
in both ways as well, to signify 
the act of pushing politics 
around as well as the act of 
being emotionally moved by that 
process. 
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2
Bastian Berbner reported a 
story about Botswana for This 
American Life. When Botswana 
became independent in 1966, 
the government devised ways 
of preventing ethnic violence 
between the approximately twenty 
tribes in the country. One of the 
policies they put in place was 
requiring civil servants to move 
to different tribal areas every few 
years. Berbner says, ‘But still, 
this policy is supposed to be 
intrusive. That’s the idea. All the 
officials I talked to acknowledge 
the hardships it causes, and all 
of them stood by it. Yes, it was 
sometimes bad for individual 
people, but it was good for the 
people as a whole. In fact, they 
say it’s a big reason why they are 
a whole.’

citizens in blue states and red states.2 
Well, I suppose unsurprisingly, in the last 
three years those issues of divisiveness 
and combative unrest have become 
more prevalent, or I have simply paid 
more attention, and they are everywhere. 
In places I care about, the issues are 
particularly pressing.

I’m used to feeling helpless when 
confronted by political tension and 
inadequate when considering taking a 
stand for the things I believe in—which isn’t 
good enough. It’s not enough to say I’m not 
brave or don’t know what to do. I wish I was 
the type of person to protest in the street, 
to call up politicians, to mobilize groups, 
but I don’t think I am, and I do think that 
I’ve found what I’m better suited to doing: 
responding by design.
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There are three groups of people in fights for 
causes: those on the frontlines, those in the 
support system, and those who run away. My 
parents said this to me on a phone call while 
comforting me, implying that it’s okay for me 
to belong to that third group, saying that that 
person far from the action has an important 
role too, that of spreading the word.

My work on its own will not change anyone’s 
mind directly, but that isn’t what I mean to 
do.3 I mean to cause questioning, renewed 
consideration of old assumptions, enough 
questioning to lead people to find out more 
for themselves.  

I do feel I have done right by myself, my 
collaborator, and my interviewees, all of 
the people who kindly gave me their time 
without demands for outcomes and allowed 
their words to be recorded and used, without 

3
‘People ask me—what do you 
mean—and I answer what do you 
think of when you see the image.’ 

Louise Bourgeois, late 1980s note
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much reassurance from me at the time that 
I knew what I’d be using them for. There 
have been many exchanges in generosity 
throughout the process of putting this 
together and it has felt like they have mostly 
flowed one way, towards me—so this work is 
an attempt to be generous back. 

This work began with political motivations, 
even though what has come out may not 
look it. Then again, I believe all actions are 
political4, and it is not my intention to tread 
too lightly, but rather than being on the 
defense or offense5, I hope I have drawn a 
bigger circle around people and places and 
things6, opening a door gently. 

4
Hannah Arendt said that 
actions performed in public 
are political and second-wave 
feminists championed the idea 
of the personal and private being 
political. Johanna Hedva, in her 
essay ‘Sick Woman Theory’, from 
the position of someone with 
chronic illness, asks, ‘How do you 
throw a brick through the window 
of a bank if you can’t get out of 
bed?’

‘Sick Woman Theory is an 
insistence that most modes of 
political protest are internalized, 
lived, embodied, suffering, and 
no doubt invisible. Sick Woman 
Theory redefines existence in 
a body as something that is 
primarily and always vulnerable, 
following from Judith Butler’s 
work on precarity and resistance. 
Because the premise insists 
that a body is defined by its 
vulnerability, not temporarily 
affected by it, the implication is 
that it is continuously reliant on 
infrastructures of support in order 
to endure, and so we need to re-
shape the world around this fact. 
Sick Woman Theory maintains 
that the body and mind are 
sensitive and reactive to regimes 
of oppression – particularly our 
current regime of neoliberal, 
white-supremacist, imperial-
capitalist, cis-hetero-patriarchy. It 
is that all of our bodies and minds 
carry the historical trauma of this, 
that it is the world itself that is 
making and keeping us sick.’

While I am not chronically ill or 
disabled, I think that to extend 
empathy to those who are and 
then to adopt beliefs that stem 
from that empathy and then to 
take actions because of those 
beliefs will result in taking the 
best possible course of action for 
all of us.

5, 6 
Continued on next page
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5
Liz Lerman, choreographer and founder of 
Dance Exchange, wrote about her desire to 
live in a non-hierarchical world in her book 
Hiking the Horizontal. First, she explains 
how we mostly see things in some kind 
of ranked order, from top to bottom, 
according to whatever values and ideas 
we hold.

She then writes, ‘Now imagine turning this 
line sideways to lay it horizontal. That way 
each of these poles exerts an equal pull 
and has an equal weight. Of course, the 
line is not completely flat and the poles 
are often not equally heavy. It is more 
like a seesaw and that is why dancing 
and art-making provide sustenance for 
the hike ahead. If we are lucky enough, 
we can actually take the long highway 
between the sometimes opposing forces, 
discovering information that can feed our 
artistic impulses all along the way. It is 
hard work, but those of us wandering at 
one end or the other can begin by trying to 
find something to respect at the opposite 
pole. And if for a moment you take this 
continuum and bend it into a circle, you 
will see that the two ends can lie close, like 
next-door neighbors.’

6
This thought comes from a conversation I 
had with Johann Arens. 
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